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Insufficient water in springtime to operate new hydropower 

project. Hydro utility operators ask NOAA if “drought” is related 

to climate change.
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Impacts of Climate Change and Variability on 

Hydropower in Southeast Alaska: Planning for a Robust 

Energy Future
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• Broad conclusions:

– El Nino southern oscillation and PDO affect precipitation

amount and form

– Temperatures continue to increase with global climate 

change, precipitation more variable and affected by climate

variability

– Seasonal forecasts can be useful to hydro utility operators

– Long term climate change projections somewhat limited by

sparse historic datasets in southeast Alaska



NOAA Fisheries needs climate risk analyses
to make accurate hydropower licensing
decisions and recommendations 5

Why does NOAA Fisheries care about dams?



Congress entrusted NMFS with these authorities to protect public trust 
resources:
Federal Power Act
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Magnusson Stevens Fishery Conservation Act
Endangered Species Act

Salmon are made here!
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Hydropower dams have direct, indirect, and adverse impacts on

salmon and salmon habitats.

We need to understand the project’s effects in order 

to develop the most protective recommendations for

project licensing, construction and operation

NOAA Fisheries must develop measures to protect, mitigate, or enhance 

environmental resources: fish and wildlife and their habitats, 

including fish passage and operational requirements like environmental flows, 

ramping rates and seasonal restrictions



Off-channel salmon habitat
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In 2011, NOAA Fisheries requested assistance from NOAA’s 

EarthSystems Research Laboratory crafting “climate study 

requests” for the proposed Susitna dam

Susitna River
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Susitna proposal: 750’ high dam on the 4th largest salmon producing river in 

remote, central  Alaska 

10Federal Power Act? Why NMFS?



Fish passage – safe, timely and effective for adult spawners

upstream and juvenile outmigrants downstream
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NMFS has mandatory authority to prescribe fish
passage under Section 18 of the Federal Power Act



Off-channel fish habitats: Sensitive to hydro 

project effects, seasonal changes and climate 

change
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Off-channel fish habitats: Sensitive to hydro 

project effects, seasonal changes and climate 

change
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Off-channel fish habitats: Sensitive to hydro 

project effects, seasonal changes and climate 

change
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Hydro License Pre-Application Activity
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1. Applicant files NOI and Pre-Application Document (PAD)

2. Initial Tribal Consultation Meeting

3. Scoping Document 1

4. Scoping Meetings/ Site Visit

5. NMFS and all parties comment on PAD, SD1 and Study Requests

6. Applicant Files Proposed Study Plan

7. Study Plan Meeting - informal resolution of study issues

8. Comments on Proposed Study Plan

9. Applicant files revised Study Plan for Commission approval - Agencies file reply comments

10. Commission issues Study Plan Determination

Mandatory conditioning agencies file notice of study disputes

11. Study Dispute Resolution Process

12. FERC Determination on Study Dispute

13. First season studies and Study Review:

1) Applicant files initial study report

2) Study meeting

3) Requests for study plan modification and new studies



Challenges:

NMFS Goals:
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– Demonstrate that assessment of C C effects is consistent with
“generally accepted practice in the scientific community”

– Ultimate goal:
Improve basis for FERC’s licensing decisions,
NMFS conservation recommendations and
fish passage prescriptions
that avoid, minimize and/or mitigate risks to NMFS trust resources



Process & Interaction

Located expertise and availability within NOAA –

ESRL and CIRES in Boulder, CO

ACAAP in Fairbanks, AK

–Climate scientists first had to learn about complex regulatory process & 

what scientific findings NOAA could present

–NMFS & General Counsel staff became more conversant about climate 

science

–Jointly determined critical climate-related fisheries issues & need for 

information climate studies would yield 

–Documented and addressed FERC concerns 

–Leveraged other work, (personal connections to other scientists crucial)
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First Susitna study request went into a 6 month multi-stage 
appeals process including an all-day hearing

Short deadlines, responding to FERC comments, new layers 

in regulatory process



Shifts in strategies used in requests –
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• From: Documenting climate change itself as a justification for the studies

• To: The science must be understood & accepted by the potential users –

• From: View of climate projections as an deterministic outlook lacking

precision or reliability

• To: View as a range of plausible futures that might challenge infrastructure 

design and operations.We framed this as risk-assessment, which we hoped

would resonate with engineers, funding entities, decision-makers

• From: Use of historic record as “generally accepted practice”

• To: Documented current “best practices” for the use of climate science and

risk analysis in hydropower & other large-scale water projects, and new

policies since 2011



Challenge: Shift to risk assessment framing
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FERC perspective:

•Climate models are not accurate enough to inform license conditions

• Use historical baseline as stationary mean with normal fluctuation

•FERC argues the license can be reopened later if “unanticipated” future changes in

climate-related processes occur

NMFS perspective:
•Mandates (NEPA, caselaw, NMFS Guidance, etc.) require assessment of the effects of

climate change on the resources affected by the project IN COMBINATION WITH

PROJECT EFFECTS to:

– develop appropriate license terms and conditions to protect trust resources

– Inform fish passage prescription decision

• A s  a science & resource management agency, NMFS is closely connected to the 

latest climate science & impacts analyses
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Uncertainty/risk envelope versus precision in
projections

• Focus on what we have a measure of

confidence about

-implications of increase in

temperature

• For southcentral Alaska:

–glacial retreat continues

–flows from ice melt are reduced

and eventually lost

–summer high flows are lost–

which both trigger salmon 

migration and fill the reservoir, 

• Crucial to reflect range of futures 

represented in the models (uncertainty),

vs a deterministic single future
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FERC perspective in June 2017 Susitna 

Study Determination unchanged:

• Climate models are not accurate enough to inform license conditions

• Use historical baseline as stationary mean with normal fluctuation

• The license can be reopened later if “unanticipated” future changes in

climate-related processes occur 

Changes in climate are neither “future” nor “unanticipated”



LaGrange Dam on the Tuolumne led to realizations by

both climate scientists and NMFS that:

• CC brings opportunities, not just adverse impacts.

• May be scenarios in which the habitat remains viable

for key species or provides refugia from some effects of

CC
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Where the process is now
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• Due to State of Alaska’s fiscal crisis, project is in abeyance 

indefinitely

• Alaska Energy Authority’s study of effects of climate on 

hydrology will be used in (any) environmental analysis



Outcomes and Next Steps

• 4 Study requests in licensing processes for 3 hydropower projects

– Regional and environmental groups have filed requests, often building

on our work

– NOAA General Counsel Office “establishing the administrative record”

Next project:

Hiram Dam,

Saco River

Maine

Developing 

guidelines for

future requests 

to be used

nationwide
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Thanks to Aquatic Restoration and Research Institu3t4e,

and Alaskanist Stories for photos
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